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a b s t r a c t
Suppressing and preventing epidemic spreading is of critical importance to the well being
of the human society. To uncover phenomena that can guide control and management of
epidemics is thus of signiﬁcant value. An understanding of epidemic spreading dynamics
in the real world requires the following two ingredients. Firstly, a multiplex network description is necessary, because information diffusion in the virtual communication layer of
the individuals can affect the disease spreading dynamics in the physical contact layer, and
vice versa. The interaction between the dynamical processes in the two layers is typically
asymmetric. Secondly, both network layers are in general time varying. In spite of the large
body of literature on spreading dynamics in complex networks, the effect of the asymmetrical interaction between information diffusion and epidemic spreading in activity-driven,
time-varying multiplex networks have not been understood. We address this problem by
developing a general theory based on the approach of microscopic Markov chain, which
enables us to predict the epidemic threshold and the ﬁnal infection density in the physical
layer, on which the information diffusion process in the virtual layer can have a signiﬁcant
effect. The focus of our study is on uncovering and understanding mechanisms to inhibit
physical disease spreading. We ﬁnd that stronger heterogeneity in the individual activities and a smaller contact capacity in the communication layer can promote the inhibitory
effect. A remarkable phenomenon is that an enhanced positive correlation between the activities in the two layers can greatly suppress the spreading dynamics, suggesting a practical and effective approach to controlling epidemics in the real world.
© 2019 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Epidemic outbreaks are a major threat to the human society [1–5], rendering critically important to devise effective
control and mitigation strategies. Because of the infeasibility to conduct actual experiments, mathematical modeling and
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analysis have become an indispensable tool to understand, predict and devise strategies to control and manage the dynamics of epidemic spreading. In this regards, not only should the underlying model be analyzable, it is also imperative that
realistic factors are incorporated into the model. For any modeling effort, a key goal is to identify the mechanisms and
phenomena that can be exploited for controlling and managing epidemic spreading to prevent large scale outbreaks. These
general considerations have motivated the present work. In particular, we construct and analyze a time-varying multiplex
network model for spreading dynamics, taking into account real-world factors such as the asymmetric inter-network layer
interactions. A key ﬁnding of this work with signiﬁcant implications to control and management is that enhancing the positive correlation between the activities in the virtual communication and physical contact layers can greatly suppress the
spreading dynamics.
The study of spreading dynamics has a long history. Early on, a number of paradigmatic models, such as the susceptibleinfected (SI), susceptible-infected-recovered (SIR), and susceptible-infected-susceptible (SIS) models were proposed [6]. The
development of complex network science about two decades ago has stimulated a great deal of work on uncovering the
effects of network structure on epidemic spreading [7–9]. A key quantity of interest is the epidemic threshold, the critical
value of a parameter (e.g., some kind of transmission rate) at which an outbreak of the disease occurs. A seminal contribution to this ﬁeld was the discovery that the epidemic threshold in networks with a heterogeneous degree distribution can
be vanishingly small in the thermodynamic limit [7,9].
A realistic factor that ought to be taken into account in studying epidemic spreading dynamics is the multilayer structure of the underlying networked system. In particular, as an epidemic breaks out, information about the disease can spread,
leading to the emergence of crisis awareness among the individuals in the population [10–12]. As a natural response, certain
individuals would take preventive measures to protect themselves from the disease [13], such as wearing a mask, paying
particular attention to personal hygiene, avoiding contacts with potential sources of infection, and enhancing their immune
system through medicine and/or physical exercises. The underlying complex networked system supporting the spreading
dynamics thus possesses at least two layers with the identical set of nodes: the physical contact layer and the virtual layer
of information diffusion. The dynamical process in the virtual layer can impact signiﬁcantly the spreading dynamics in the
physical layer, e.g., a reduction in the effective infectivity of the disease, a shortened duration of the disease for those who
are infected, and a decreased level of susceptibility of the aware individuals to the disease, and so on. It was demonstrated
quantitatively that information-based behavior response can indeed mitigate epidemic outbreaks [14–18] in that the size of
the outbreak is reduced and the outbreak threshold is raised. The potential impacts on the spreading dynamics in the physical contact network depend on the type of the diffused information in the virtual network. For example, global information
about the prevalence of the disease in general is not helpful for reducing the likelihood of epidemic outbreak, while local
information, such as the density of infected individuals in a small neighborhood, can serve to suppress the outbreak [19,20].
Driven by information spreading, voluntary vaccination can spontaneously arise, in addition to compulsory immunization as
stipulated by governmental organizations [21].
Disease spreads through the physical contact network formed by daily interactions among the individuals, while information exchanges on the virtual contact layer occur through some kind of communication systems such as online social
networks, instant communication tools, and various news media. The underlying multiplex, contact-communication coupled
network thus constitutes layers with different types of interaction [22–26]. A realistic feature of multiplex networks is that
the interactions between the two layers are not symmetric. In fact, the effect of one layer on another can be opposite when
the direction of the interaction is reversed. In this regard, previous studies of an asymmetrically interacting spreading model
on multiplex networks revealed that epidemic spreading in the physical contact layer can boost information spreading in the
virtual layer, while information spreading can inhibit the physical spreading process [27–29]. The existence of a metacritical
point was uncovered, from which the critical onset of the epidemic tends to depend on the completion of the information
spreading process [28,29]. It was also found that, when the effects of mass media are taken into account, the metacritical
point disappears [30], indicating that its emergence can be attributed to the complex interplay between epidemic and information dynamics. Similar results were obtained from a model that incorporates information-driven vaccination adoption
and hosts a complex non-Markovian process [31]. It was also found that a link similarity between the two network layers
determines the likelihood of inhibiting the infection when the precaution level is suﬃciently high [32]. In these previous
studies, the multiplex networked systems were assumed to be static.
In reality, both the physical contact and the information diffusion layers are not static but time varying. Static connections
and interactions are approximate in the sense that they are the time-aggregated representation of the actual interactions,
with the time-varying nature of the connectivity patterns completely ignored. For a more accurate understanding of epidemic spreading dynamics in the real world, time-dependent interactions between the network layers need to be taken
into account. At the present, in the ﬁeld of epidemic spreading, there are two types of time dependent systems: adaptive
networks [33–36] and temporal networks [37–39], where the former emphasize the response of the network structure to
the dynamics on it, while the latter focus on the timing validity of the interaction events.
To be concrete, in this paper we focus on a class of temporal networks, the activity-driven networks [38]. Recent studies
have demonstrated that temporal variations are important in many social systems [40–42] and the diffusive processes in
temporal networks are different from those in the corresponding static, time-aggregated networks [38,39]. These efforts
have made it possible to address an issue that was poorly understood: how temporal variations affect the asymmetrically
interacting dynamics between disease spreading and information diffusion. To accomplish this, we ﬁrst introduce a class of
two-layer, activity driven networks (Section 2). We then develop a microscopic Markov chain (MMC) approach to analyzing
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Fig. 1. Model illustration: asymmetrically interacting spreading in a time varying network with two layers. The physical contact and virtual communication
layers are denoted as P and V, respectively. There is a one-to-one nodal correspondence between P and V, where each pair of the corresponding nodes is
assigned the same index in both layers. The size of an ellipse or a square represents the activity level of the node, where a larger size indicates a higher
level of nodal activity. (a) At t = 0, there are N isolated nodes with different activity levels in the two layers and node 7 is randomly chosen as the infected
seed in P, so that it is in the state of being aware in V. The remaining nodes are in the US state, i.e., being susceptible in P and unaware in V. (b) At
t = 1, an instantaneous network is generated according to the nodal activities, where nodes 3, 6 and 7 in P and nodes 3, 5 and 8 in V are activated, which
are marked with an asterisk in the lower right corner of each node. Each active node generates m links that are connected to randomly chosen nodes. For
example, node 5 gets informed by node 7 in V with the probability λt, where t = 1. Node 6 is infected by node 7 in P with the probability β t and
so is informed in V. At the next time step, all the links are removed and the processes at t = 1 are repeated. This continues until the spreading dynamics
in both layers have terminated or have reached a stationary state.

the asymmetric spreading dynamics, which allows us to predict the epidemic threshold and the ﬁnal infection density
(Section 3). Comparing the MMC predictions with results from direct simulations (Section 4), we ﬁnd that time dependence
can induce inhibition of the spreading dynamics by information diffusion. A result is that stronger heterogeneity in the
individual activities and a smaller contact capacity in the virtual communication layer can enhance the inhibition. The main
phenomenon uncovered is that an enhanced correlation between the activities in the two layers can greatly suppress the
spreading dynamics, providing the base for informing policies to control and manage epidemics in the real world.
2. Asymmetrically interacting spreading model in time-varying multiplex networks
To construct a general model for asymmetrically interacting spreading dynamics in time-varying networks, we begin by
deﬁning an activity-driven duplex network. The network is composed of a physical contact layer P and a virtual communication layer V, where the structures of both layers depend on time. Each layer is generated by an activity-driven generative
algorithm [38]. There are N nodes in the network and each node is of a ﬁxed individual activity level. The activity level of a
node is deﬁned as the probability that the node activates itself and creates new interacting links with other nodes at each
time step, in either physical contact layer or virtual communication layer. The activity levels of node i are set respectively
as ai = ηv xi in layer V and bi = η p yi in layer P, where ηv and ηp are the respective rescaling factors. The activity potentials
xi and yi respectively obey the power-law distributions Fv (x ) ∝ x−γv and Fp (y ) ∝ y−γ p , and are bounded as  ≤ xi ≤ 1 and
 ≤ yi ≤ 1 where  is a lower cut-off (we set  = 10−3 ). Parameters γv and γ p are called as activity exponents of layers V
and P, respectively. A smaller value of activity exponent γv or γ p gives a more heterogeneous activity distribution in the
corresponding layer.
Fig. 1 illustrates the three steps in the construction of the time-varying virtual (physical) layer, which are described as
follows. Firstly, at each time step t, the network of each layer consists of N disconnected nodes, and there is a one-toone correspondence between nodes in the two layers. Secondly, with probability ai t (bi t), node i becomes active and
generates mv (mp ) links to randomly selected nodes, for i = 1, . . . , N. Thirdly, for the next time step, all links are removed
and the processes in the ﬁrst and second steps are repeated until the spreading dynamics in both layers are terminated or
reach a stationary state. At each time step, the mean degrees of layers V and P are kv  = 2mv a = 2mv ηv x and k p  =
2m p b = 2m p η p y, respectively. For speciﬁc values of the exponent γv (γ p ) and mv (mp ), by changing the value of ηv or
ηp , we can get a snapshot of the network with the speciﬁc value of the mean degree kv  or kp .
The next step is to deﬁne the disease-information asymmetrical interacting spreading model. The information spreading
process in V is described by the unaware-aware-unaware (UAU) type of dynamics, where a node can be either in an aware
(of the disease) or an unaware state, denoted by A and U, respectively. In the physical contact layer P, the conventional SIS
process takes place, where any node can be susceptible (S) or infected (I). A node in the whole duplex network can then
be in three distinct states: unaware and susceptible (US), aware and susceptible (AS), and aware and infected (AI), as illustrated in Fig. 1. In our model, unaware nodes get information and become aware from each A neighbor at the information
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Table 1
Description of symbols.
Symbol

Description

N
t
mv
mp
ai
bi

Number of nodes in network
Time step
The number of links the active nodes in layer V generate in a time step
The number of links the active nodes in layer P generate in a time step
Activity level of node i in layer V
Activity level of node i in layer P
Rescaling factor in layer V
Rescaling factor in layer P
Activity potential of node i in layer V
Activity potential of node i in layer P
The distribution of node’s activity potential in layer V
The distribution of node’s activity potential in layer P
A lower cut-off of activity potential distribution
Activity exponent of layer V
Activity exponent of layer P
Mean degree of layer V
Mean degree of layer P
Information transmission rate
Information recovery rate
Disease transmission rate
Disease recovery rate
Disease transmission rate for U node
Disease transmission rate for A node
A factor to capture the difference between β U and β A : β A = κβ U
The probability that node i is in state X
The probability that node i is not informed by any neighbor at time t
The probabilities of an A node not being infected by any neighbor at time t
The probabilities of a U node not being infected by any neighbor at time t

ηv
ηp

xi
yi
Fv (x )
Fp (y)


γv
γp
kv 
k p 
λ
δ
β
μ
βU
βA
κ

PiX
ri (t)
qAi (t )
qUi (t )

transmission rate λ. At the same time, a node, once in the A state, forgets or does not care about the information any longer
and returns to the U state at the recovery rate δ . The disease propagates from an infected node to each of its susceptible
neighbors with disease transmission rate β and each infected node recovers to the susceptible state at the rate μ. If a node
is in the I state in P, it will automatically be aware of the information and thus in the aware state in V. Let β U and β A be
the disease transmission rates for the U and A nodes, respectively. Nodes simultaneously in the A state in V and in the S
state in P are likely to take measures to protect themselves from being infected. As a result, if a node is aware and susceptible, the disease transmission rate will be reduced by a factor κ : β A = κβ U , where β U = β . For simplicity, we assume that
the A nodes are completely immune to the disease by setting κ = 0.
3. Microscopic Markov chain approach
Let us denote the probability that node i is in state X as PiX , where X ∈ {U, A, S, I, US, AS, AI}. For node i with activity
levels ai and bi in V and P, respectively, the probability that this node is not informed by any neighbor at time t is

ri (t ) =



1−λ

j



mv
(ai PjA (t ) + a j PjA (t )) ,
N

where PjA (t ) = PjAI (t ) + PjAS (t ). The term

(1)

(ai PjA (t ) + a j PjA (t )) on the right-hand side of Eq. (1) is the probability that node
j is node i’s A neighbor, where the ﬁrst part mNv ai PjA (t ) is the probability that active node i creates a link with A node j and
the second part mNv a j PjA (t ) is the probability that node i gets a link from active A node j. Similarly, the probabilities of an A
mv
N

node and of a U node not being infected by any neighbor at time t are, respectively,

qAi (t ) =



mp
1 − βA
(bi PjAI (t ) + b j PjAI (t )) ,
N

(2)

j

qUi (t ) =



1 − βU

j

m



mp
(bi PjAI (t ) + b j PjAI (t )) ,
N
m

(3)

where the terms Np (bi PjAI (t ) + b j PjAI (t )) and Np (bi PjAI (t ) + b j PjAI (t )) on the right hand side of the two equations are the
respective probability that node j is node i’s infected neighbor. Description of all symbols are listed in Table 1.
The characteristics of the asymmetrically interacting spreading dynamics on the two network layers [28] suggest that
the approach of microscopic Markov chains be exploited for theoretical analysis and prediction. In particular, the transition
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probabilities for the coupled process between node i with activity levels ai and bi in V and P , respectively, can be written
as

PiUS (t + 1 ) = PiAI (t )δμ + PiUS (t )ri (t )qUi (t ) + PiAS (t )δ qUi (t ),

(4)

PiAS (t + 1 ) = PiAI (t )(1 − δ )μ + PiUS (t )[1 − ri (t )]qAi (t ) + PiAS (t )(1 − δ )qAi (t ),

(5)

PiAI (t + 1 ) = PiAI (t )(1 − μ ) + PiUS (t ){[1 − ri (t )][1 − qAi (t )]
+ ri (t )[1 − qUi (t )]} + PiAS (t ){δ [1 − qUi (t )] + (1 − δ )[1 − qAi (t )]}.

(6)

The stationary solutions of the system can be obtained as a set of ﬁxed points satisfying the relations

PiAI (t + 1 ) = PiAI (t ) = PiAI ,
PiAS (t + 1 ) = PiAS (t ) = PiAS , and
PiUS (t + 1 ) = PiUS (t ) = PiUS .
At the onset of epidemic spreading, the probability of nodes to be infected in layer P is negligible, i.e., PiAI  1. Eq. (2) can
be approximated as

qAi ≈ 1 −



βA

j

mp
(bi PjAI + b j PjAI )
N

= 1 − m p β A (bi ρ AI + θbAI ),

(7)

where

ρ AI =

N
1  AI
Pj ,
N
j=1

θbAI

N
1
=
b j PjAI .
N
j=1

Similarly, Eq. (3) can be approximated as

qUi ≈ 1 − m p β U (bi ρ AI + θbAI ).

(8)

Using these conditions, we can simplify the stationary solution equations of Eqs. (4)–(6) as

PiUS = PiUS ri + PiAS δ,

(9)

PiAS = PiUS (1 − ri ) + PiAS (1 − δ ),

(10)

μPiAI = PiUS [(1 − ri )(1 − qAi ) + ri (1 − qUi )] + PiAS [δ (1 − qUi ) + (1 − δ )(1 − qAi )].

(11)

Eq. (11) can be further approximated as

μPiAI = PiAS (1 − qAi ) + PiUS (1 − qUi )
≈ m p β (bi ρ AI + θbAI )[1 − (1 − κ )PiA ].

(12)

Taking average over all nodes, we get the proportion of the infected nodes in the system as

μρ AI = μ

N
1  AI
Pi ,
N
i=1

which can be simpliﬁed as

μρ AI = m p β{ρ AI [b − (1 − κ )θbA ] + θbAI [1 − (1 − κ )ρ A ]},
where

ρA

= (1/N )

N

A
j=1 Pj

and

θbA

= (1/N )

N

A
j=1 b j Pj .

(13)

Multiplying bi on both sides of Eq. (11) and taking average over all

nodes, we obtain a closed expression of θbAI as

μθbAI = m p β{ρ AI [b2  − (1 − κ )θbA2 ] + θbAI [b − (1 − κ )θbA ]},
where

θbA2

= (1/N )

N

2 A
j=1 b j Pj .

 
 
μ ρ AI
ρ AI
H AI =
,
θb
m p β θbAI

(14)

Eqs. (13) and (14) can be written in a matrix form as

(15)
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where


H=

b − (1 − κ )θbA
b2  − (1 − κ )θbA2
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1 − ( 1 − κ )ρ A
.
b − (1 − κ )θbA

(16)

When the network system is in the endemic state, we have




ρ AI
= 0.
θbAI

As the disease starts to pervade the network in stationary state, β c is the minimum value of β that satisﬁes Eq. (15) [28],
making μ/(mp β c ) be equal to the largest eigenvalue max (H) of matrix H, i.e.,
max

[b2  − (1 − κ )θbA2 ][1 − (1 − κ )ρ A ]

(H ) =

+ b − (1 − κ )θbA ,

(17)

and we thus get

βc =
=

μ
mp

μ
mp

max

(H )
−1

[b2  − (1 − κ )θbA2 ][1 − (1 − κ )ρ A ] + b − (1 − κ )θbA

.

(18)

It is worth noting that, in Eq. (18), β c depends explicitly on the network properties of the physical contact layer as described by the quantities mp and b, b2 , on the information spreading dynamics as quantiﬁed by ρ A , and on the coupling
dynamics between the two layers as characterized by the quantities θbA and θ A2 .
b
When information diffusion in the virtual layer is decoupled from the process in the physical layer, the critical value of
awareness onset [38] is

λc =

δ
mv (

a2  + a )

.

(19)

Likewise, when the infection process in the physical layer is not coupled with information diffusion in the virtual layer, the
values of ρ A , θbA and θbA2 are all zero. The threshold value in Eq. (18) then becomes

βc =

μ
,
m p ( b2  + b )

(20)

which is the epidemic threshold in a single activity driven network. The values (λc , β c ) deﬁne a metacritical point for
epidemic spreading. Only when λ > λc will the onset of the epidemics depend on the dynamics of information diffusion.
The procedure to calculate the quantities ρ A , θbA and θ A2 can be described, as follows. We ﬁrst iterate Eqs. (9) and (10) to
b

get PiA in the stationary state. We then obtain ρ A by taking average of PiA over all nodes and θbA (θ A2 ) by multiplying PiA and
b

the activity level bi (b2i ) of the physical contact network, and taking average of the product over all nodes.
4. Numerical support of theory and mechanisms to inhibit epidemic spreading
To validate our MMC based theoretical analysis, we carry out extensive numerical simulations of spreading dynamics in
activity-driven multiplex networks. Given a network, the setting is that initially (t = 0), 10% of the nodes are infected, while
all others are susceptible. We evolve the iterative interacting dynamics in the virtual and physical layers according to the
processes described in Fig. 1. Once the infection density has reached a stationary value, we continue the time evolution
for an additional T = 200 steps and calculate the average density during this time period so as to reduce the statistical
ﬂuctuations to obtain accurate estimates of the epidemic threshold and of the ﬁnal infection density.
Fig. 2 presents a comparison between theoretical and numerical values of the epidemic threshold for different parameter
combinations, where the numerically obtained stationary infection density is color coded and shown as the background. For
a ﬁxed parameter set, the dashed curve represents the theoretical threshold value of Eq. (18) as a function of the information
transmission rate λ and the markers are the corresponding numerical results, which agree with each other quite well. For
λ < λc , the epidemic threshold does not depend on the awareness level but, for λ ≥ λc , the threshold increases with λ. In
fact, before the information transmission rate reaches a critical value, information diffusion has little effect on the epidemic.
However, if the rate exceeds the critical value, information diffusion in V can suppress epidemic spreading in the physical
contact layer P. We note that previous work [28,29] uncovered the same phenomenon for static multiplex networks.
While the phenomenon that information diffusion is able to suppress epidemic spreading holds for both static and timevarying networks, are there features that are unique to the latter? To answer this question, we note that there are three
structural properties that can change the time-varying structure of a multiplex network: the activity exponent γ , the contact capacity m, and the activity correlation c between the two layers. Speciﬁcally, the activity exponent characterizes the
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Fig. 2. Comparison between theoretically predicted threshold values and those from Monte Carlo simulations. The color-coded density (ρ I ) values of the
infected nodes in the stationary state for different values of λ and β are shown as the background for μ = 0.06 and δ = 0.04. Curve with marker represents
the dependence of the critical value βcU for the onset of the epidemic on the information transmission rate λ when μ = 0.06 and δ = 0.04. Other parameters
are mv = m p = 4 and γv = γ p = 2.1. The size of each network layer is N = 105 and the mean degrees of the virtual and physical layers are kv  = k p  = 0.1.

heterogeneity in the node activity distribution, which leads to heterogeneous time-aggregated networks, where a smaller
exponent value indicates a more heterogeneous distribution. Contact capacity is the temporal number of contacts of an average node, and activity correlation quantiﬁes how nodes in the two layer with different activity levels are coupled with
each other. In the following, we focus on the role of the three structural properties in suppressing epidemic spreading. A
common set of simulation parameters is: kv  = k p  = 0.1, μ = 0.05, δ = 0.05, and N = 105 (unless noted otherwise).
4.1. Effect of nodal activity heterogeneity on epidemic spreading
Fig. 3 shows how the epidemic threshold and the ﬁnal infection density depend on γ p , the exponent characterizing the
heterogeneity of nodal activities in the physical layer. We see that the threshold value increases with γ p monotonically: a
linearly increasing behavior for γ p <= 3 and a tendency to get saturated for γ p > 3. The ﬁnal infection density ρ I versus γ p
exhibits an opposite trend: it decreases with γ p but the rate of decrease saturates at the turning point about γ p = 3. Because
a larger value of γ p means that the nodal activities are less heterogeneous, the results in Fig. 3 indicates that reducing the
heterogeneity in the nodal activities in the physical contact layer P can suppress epidemic spreading. To gain a qualitative
understanding of this phenomenon, we decouple the multiplex network and calculate the stationary infection density as a
function of the disease transmission rate β in the single layer of physical contact for different values of γ , as shown in the
inset of Fig. 3(b). We see that a larger value of the activity exponent leads to a larger threshold value and a smaller value
of the ﬁnal infection density, thereby suppressing epidemic spreading. A heuristic reason is that, when the nodal activities
are more heterogeneous, there are nodes in the network that are highly active. These nodes can maintain their activities in
consecutive time steps, providing constant driving to the spreading process.
In contrast to the role of nodal activity heterogeneity in the physical layer P, heterogeneity in the nodal activities in
the virtual layer V is in fact beneﬁcial to suppressing epidemic spreading. Speciﬁcally, as shown in Fig. 4(a), the epidemic
threshold β c decreases with γv for different values of the information transmission rate. The decreasing trend is approximately linear for γv  3 but gradually saturates for γv > 3. A consistent trend occurs for the stationary infection density
ρ I , as shown in Fig. 4(b). The explanation is that, as the value of γv is reduced, there are nodes with more heterogeneous
activities in V, which serve to accelerate the information diffusion process through a decrease in the information threshold
and an increase in the stationary density of the aware nodes. The effect on the physical layer is a larger epidemic threshold
and a smaller stationary infection density. As a result, stronger activity heterogeneity in V can inhibit epidemic spreading
in P.
The results of Figs. 3 and 4 thus point at the opposite role played by nodal activity heterogeneity in the physical contact
and communication layers: the former promotes but the latter inhibits epidemic spreading. Also, note the emergence of a
turning point about γ = 3, which was also observed in previous studies [43,44]. A possible explanation for the occurrence
of the turning point lies in the localization phenomenon in heterogeneous networks [9,12]. Especially, in a network with no
correlation, the SIS dynamical transition is governed either by the maximum k-core (if the network is heterogeneous) or by
the largest hub (for a homogeneous network). For γ < 3, varying the value of γ can greatly change the number of nodes
with high k-core values. However, for γ > 3, such a variation has little effect on the maximum degree of the network. These
two aspects result in the emergence of the turning point at about γ = 3.
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Fig. 3. Effect of activity heterogeneity in physical contact layer on epidemic spreading. Shown are epidemic threshold β c (a) and the asymptotic density
ρ I of infected nodes (b) versus the activity exponent γ p for different values of λ, where a larger value of γ p corresponds to less heterogeneous nodal
activities. Open and solid symbols represent the theoretically predicted and simulation results, respectively. In all cases, the epidemic threshold is raised
and the ﬁnal infection density is reduced as the value of γ p is increased, demonstrating the advantage of making the nodal activities less heterogeneous
in suppressing epidemic spreading. Each point is the result of averaging over 100 statistical realizations. Other parameters are mv = m p = 4 and γv = 2.1.
Inset in (b) shows that, for an isolated single physical contact layer, the epidemic threshold value becomes larger as the value of γ is increases, which is
consistent with the results in (a) and (b).

4.2. Effect of contact capacity on epidemic spreading
It is convenient to analyze the effect of contact capacity on epidemic spreading separately for the communication and
physical layers. We ﬁnd that increasing the contact capacity mp in the physical layer has little effect on the epidemic threshold β c (Fig. 5(a)), but can lead to a decrease in the stationary infection density ρ I (Fig. 5(b)). The inset of Fig. 5(b) shows
the consistent behavior obtained from an isolated, single physical contact layer in terms of the stationary infected density
ρ I versus the disease transmission rate β for different values of mp , where it can be seen that the epidemic threshold
is hardly affected by the contact capacity but the stationary infection density decreases with the capacity. This intriguing
phenomenon can be explained theoretically and numerically, as follows.
First, the dynamics in a single physical contact network is investigated. According to the MMC theory, the epidemic
threshold of a single physical contact layer is given by

βc =

mp(

μ
.
b2  + b )

(21)

For a ﬁxed value of kp , a change in the contact capacity induces a change in ηp . Using the transform bi = η p yi , we have

βc = μ/[m p η p ( y2  + y )] = 2μ/[k p ( y2 /y + 1 )].

(22)

Since the quantity y2 /y is constant for a ﬁxed value of the activity exponent γ , the threshold value is unchanged as
the contact capacity is varied.
From the perspective of node-based simulations, the time-varying network at a time step is one with a tree structure.
For a ﬁxed value of the activity exponent, a larger value of the contact capacity mp leads to smaller average nodal activities
and consequently fewer active nodes in the network. In contrast, a smaller contact capacity is more likely to generate nodes
with large activities. The existence of a few active nodes makes little difference when the disease transmission rate is less
than the epidemic threshold. However, above the threshold, more active nodes in a network with small contact capacity
values make the network more connected, leading to larger epidemic prevalence, as shown in the inset of Fig. 5(b).
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a

b

Fig. 4. Effect of activity heterogeneity in the communication layer on epidemic spreading. Shown are epidemic threshold β c (a) and the ﬁnal infection
density ρ I (b) versus the activity exponent γv in the virtual layer. Each point is the result of averaging over 100 dynamical realizations. Open and solid
symbols represent, respectively, results predicted by the MMC theory and from Monte Carlo simulations. Parameters are mv = m p = 4 and γ p = 3.1. As the
nodal activities in the virtual communication layer becomes more heterogeneous (corresponding to smaller values of γv ), the epidemic threshold in the
physical layer is enhanced and the ﬁnal infection density is discounted, indicating the positive role of stronger nodal activity heterogeneity in the virtual
layer in suppressing epidemic spreading in the physical layer.

a

b

Fig. 5. Effect of varying the contact capacity in the physical layer on epidemic spreading. Shown are the epidemic threshold β c (a) and the stationary
infection density ρ I (b) versus the contact capacity mp in P. Open and solid symbols are, respectively, results from MMC prediction and Monte Carlo
simulations. Other parameters are mv = 1 and γ p = γv = 2.1. As the capacity is increased, the epidemic threshold hardly changes but the ﬁnal infection
density tends to decrease. The inset in (b) shows the consistent behavior but for an isolated, single physical contact layer.
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Fig. 6. Effect of varying the contact capacity of the communication layer on epidemic spreading. Shown are the epidemic threshold β c (a) and the stationary infection density ρ I (b) versus the contact capacity mv . Parameters are m p = 1 and γ p = γv = 2.1. Decreasing the value of mv can enhance the inhibitory
effect of information diffusion on spreading in the physical space by increasing the epidemic threshold (a) and reducing the ﬁnal infection density (b).

Second, the dynamics in multiplex networks is investigated. As shown in Eq. (18),

βc =

μ
mp

−1

[b2  − (1 − κ )θbA2 ][1 − (1 − κ )ρ A ] + b − (1 − κ )θbA

⎧
⎨

⎫−1
⎬

θy 2
θA
2μ
y2 
A ] + 1 − (1 − κ ) y
=
[
−
(
1
−
κ
)
][1
−
(
1
−
κ
)
ρ
.
k p  ⎩ y2
y ⎭
y2
A

θ A2

θA

Once Fp (y),  and parameters in layer V are ﬁxed, yy2 , yy2 , ρ A and yy don’t change with mp statistically. So β c in multiplex
networks doesn’t vary with mp . As the analysis in the single physical contact network above, the stationary infection density
ρ I decreases with the increasing of mp .
Similarly, in the virtual communication layer V, the contact capacity does not affect the information threshold, but the
stationary density of the aware nodes tends to decrease as the contact capacity is reduced, thereby enhancing the inhibitory
effect of information diffusion on epidemic spreading through a larger epidemic threshold and smaller epidemic prevalence,
as shown in Fig. 6.
Overall, increasing the contact capacity in the physical contact layer can suppress epidemic spreading through a reduction in the epidemic prevalence. Likewise, decreasing the capacity of the communication layer can achieve a similar effect
through enhancing the inhibitory role of information diffusion in epidemics.
2

4.3. Effect of activity correlation on epidemic spreading
In the real world, a certain amount of correlation exists between different contexts in which the individuals play some
role. For a multiplex network, this is characterized by the inter-layer degree correlation [24] that can impact the percolation
dynamics [8,45,46]. Our focus here is on how the inter-layer activity correlation shapes the inhibitory effect of information
spreading on epidemic spreading. To construct a two-layer activity correlated network with a given value of the correlation
coeﬃcient c, we use the Spearman rank correlation coeﬃcient [29]. Speciﬁcally, for c > 0 (c < 0), we ﬁrst generate nodes in
a two-layer network with the maximal positive (negative) activity correlation. We then randomly choose (1 − |c| )N pairs of
counterpart nodes from different layers, shuﬄe the activity levels of these nodes in each layer separately, and perform a
rematch.
In a network with heterogeneous activities, the less (more) active nodes are in the majority (minority). In a time-varying
multiplex network with a negative activity correlation, nodes with large activities in the virtual communication layer are
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a

b

Fig. 7. Effect of inter-layer correlation on epidemic spreading. Shown are epidemic threshold β c (a) and stationary infection density ρ I (b) versus the interlayer activity correlation c. Open and solid symbols are, respectively, theoretical and numerical results. Parameters are mv = m p = 4 and γv = γ p = 2.1.
For negatively correlated networks, varying the value of the correlation coeﬃcient has little effect on both the threshold and the ﬁnal density. However,
the amount of correlation has a dramatic effect on epidemic spreading in positively correlated networks. For such a network, increasing the value of the
correlation coeﬃcient can raise the epidemic threshold signiﬁcantly and reduce the ﬁnal infection density drastically, suggesting enhancing correlation as
an effective control or management strategy to suppress epidemic spreading in time varying multiplex networked systems.

more likely to have small activities in the physical contact layer, and vice versa. In a system with a positive activity correlation, nodes are more likely to have similar activities in both layers. The structural difference among the time-varying
multiplex networks with different values of negative correlation is usually small, but positively correlated networks can be
structurally quite distinct.
Fig. 7 demonstrates the effect of inter-layer correlation on epidemic spreading. For networks with negative correlation,
varying the correlation coeﬃcient has little effect on the epidemic threshold β c , but for positively correlated networks,
the threshold value increases dramatically as the correlation coeﬃcient is increased, as shown in Fig. 7(a). The stationary
infection density ρ I decreases slowly with c for c < 0 and but rapidly for c > 0, as shown in Fig. 7(b). These behaviors can be
explained, as follows. Active nodes in the communication layer are more likely to get information about the epidemic, and
active nodes in the physical layer will have more chances to get infected and spread the disease to other nodes. When the
multiplex network is negatively correlated, nodes with large activities in the communication layer play a relatively minor
role in inhibiting the epidemic. An increase in the correlation coeﬃcient, when it is negative, can enhance the inhibitory
effect but not signiﬁcantly. On the contrary, if the network layers are positively correlated, a slight increase in the number of
active nodes in both layers will greatly enhance the inhibitory effect of information diffusion on epidemic dynamics. While
the more active nodes are more susceptible to getting infected, they can also obtain information quickly, in turn reducing
the chance for them to be infected and to spread the disease.
5. Discussion
To uncover mechanisms and phenomena that can be exploited for suppressing epidemic spreading, taking into account
real world constraints, is a problem of signiﬁcant values to the society. Guided by this general principle and taking into
account the fact that social networks in the real world are time varying with a multiplex structure, we have constructed
a class of duplex time-varying networks and studied the asymmetrical interplay between epidemic spreading and information diffusion. We have developed a theory by extending the microscopic Markov chain approach to time-varying multiplex
networks. The theory enables us to analytically calculate the epidemic threshold and the ﬁnal infection density. We have
conducted extensive Monte Carlo simulations to verify the theoretical predictions. Our theory predicts that the epidemic
threshold in the physical contact layer generally depends on the dynamics of information diffusion in the virtual communication layer. A phenomenon that was uncovered previously for static multiplex networks but still holds for time-varying
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networks is that, when the rate of information transmission exceeds a threshold, the epidemic threshold in the physical
layer can be raised dramatically.
Going beyond the existing work on spreading dynamics in static multiplex networks, we have investigated how the activity properties of the communication and physical layers and their coupling in a time-varying environment affect the epidemic spreading process, with a particular emphasis on the possible inhibitory effect of information diffusion on epidemics.
A ﬁnding is that nodal activity heterogeneity in physical contact layer tends to facilitate epidemic spreading through reduced epidemic threshold and enhanced prevalence. On the contrary, stronger heterogeneity in the nodal activities in the
virtual communication layer can promote inhibitory effect of information diffusion on epidemics. Another ﬁnding is that
increasing the contact capacity in the physical layer can mitigate the spreading process by producing decreased epidemic
prevalence, and a similar effect can be achieved by decreasing the contact capacity in the communication layer. A striking
phenomenon has been uncovered when studying the effect of inter-layer activity correlation on epidemic spreading. While
a negative correlation plays no apparent role in inhibiting the spreading dynamics, a positive correlation can greatly beneﬁt
the inhibitory effect of information diffusion on epidemics. This is because, in a positively correlated multiplex network,
nodes with large activities in the physical contact layer are more likely to be associated with a similar level of activities in
the virtual communication layer. As a result, active nodes with a high risk of getting infected can quickly obtain the useful information and protect themselves from the disease. Any control or management strategy that can generate a positive
correlation in the activities between the two network layers can thus be effective at suppressing epidemic spreading. This
result may be useful for informing government policies to prevent large scale epidemic outbreaks.
Our work provides a general framework to study diffusive process in time varying multiplex networks. It is a stepping
stone towards further development of co-evolutionary spreading dynamics on realistic multiplex networks and articulation
of more effective epidemic control strategies.
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